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Bind resume, transcript and statement of intent along the 11" side.

Project 1:
- Regular Rhythm
- Alternating Rhythm
- Increasing Rhythm 1
- Increasing Rhythm 2
- Increasing Rhythm 3

Project 2:
- Shape Studies
- Alternate solutions

Project 3:
- Perpendicular
- Acute/Obtuse
- Implied Shape
- Alternate solutions

Project 4:
- Photo Oppositions
- Alternate solutions

Project 5:
- Thematic Composition
- With grid
- Alternate solutions

Binding Shops

Phil's Custom Bindery
2315 Western Avenue
206.728.1541

The Copy Company
616 6th Avenue South
206.622.4050

Kinko's
3042 NE 45th St.
206.524.6629

Kinko's
810 NE 45 St.
206.545.7218

Ave Copy Center
4141 University Way NE
Suite 103
206.633.1837

Rams Copy Center
4144 University Way NE
206.632.6630

(Mount original photos.)

Revised projects follow the originals. Label these projects as ‘Final, revised.’ Show alternate solutions at reduced size (fit 2-4 solutions per sheet). Label as “Alternate Solutions.” Reduced alternate solutions may be setup and output directly on 11” x 17” laser paper; (no need to mount alternate solutions.)